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Abstract
It has been widely acknowledged that exemplifi cation plays a very signifi cant role in foreign language learning. Many 
studies have been conducted on dictionary examples, but little attention has been paid to how examples can assist a 
specifi c group of foreign learners engaged in a specifi c learning activity. The present study is intended to fi ll this gap 
by investigating how to optimize examples in English learners’ dictionaries to help Chinese learners with writing in 
English. The functional theory of lexicography will be employed in this study. This investigation will be carried out 
in two stages. The fi rst one consists in identifying the lexicographic needs of foreign learners engaged in the task 
of English writing and consulting dictionary examples. The second stage is a demonstration of some proposals for 
exemplifi cation in learners’ dictionaries through model articles. The purpose of this study is to give new insights into 
exemplifi cation in learners’ dictionaries for future lexicographic research and practice.

1. Introduction
Examples have been viewed as a signifi cant part in learners’ dictionaries since the early efforts of 
Michael West and A.S. Hornby in the 1930s and 1940s. Examples could function as “attestation 
of the existence of a word and a sense, elucidating the meaning of the word, illustrating the con-
textual features, such as syntax, collocation, register, etc” (Atkins/Rundell 2008: 453-454). It has 
been widely acknowledged that exemplifi cation plays a very signifi cant role in facilitating foreign 
language learning (Creamer 1987; Cowie 1989; Laufer 1992; Rundell 1999; Humblé 2001; Xu 
2006). The rise of corpora in the 1980s raised the question of the respective merits and demerits 
of authentic and made-up examples (Drysdale 1987; Laufer 1992; Humblé 1998; Nesi 2000; At-
kins/Rundell 2008). Despite their respective research focuses, all these studies on exemplifi cation 
show positive values of exemplifi cation in foreign language learning. Laufer (1992: 71) states that 
“a correct and natural use of a word in a sentence, or several sentences, will necessarily bring out 
the grammatical, semantic, pragmatic and collocational characteristics of the word.”

In spite of the ever-increasing number of studies on dictionary examples, little attention has 
been paid to how examples can assist a specifi c group of learners in a specifi c foreign language 
learning activity. Although Hausmann and Gorbahn (1989: 45) maintain that “… it is the exam-
ples, above all, which help the foreign learner to understand a word (decoding function), learn it 
(learning function) and use it (encoding function)”, they do not specify the characteristics of ex-
amples in different contexts. Humblé (2001: 62) challenges the possibility of “one example to sat-
isfy learners’ divergent needs and serve different types of users”, and focuses on exploring the cri-
teria of exemplifi cation intended for encoding (production) purposes. However, Humblé’s study 
seems too ambitious in trying to discuss examples in monolingual as well as bilingual dictionaries 
used by learners having different language and culture backgrounds. As foreign language learning 
takes place in certain socio-economic contexts, foreign learners’ lexicographic information needs 
tend to be language-specifi c. Xu (2006: 154-158) attempts to fi ll this gap by investigating Chinese 
EFL learners’ reference needs in the light of dictionary examples. Xu’s (2006: 172) study, based 
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on data collected through questionnaires, attempts to identify the information category that Chi-
nese EFL learners expect to extract from examples. However, the fi ndings are rather unconvinc-
ing, as the study does not indicate the particular learning activity in which Chinese learners need 
the specifi c categories of information. It is also doubtful whether Chinese learners can explicitly 
defi ne their reference needs for certain types of information without regard to the specifi c learn-
ing activities triggering these needs.

In contrast with the current lexicographic studies concerning exemplifi cation in learners’ dic-
tionaries, this study takes functional theory of lexicography (Bergenholtz/Tarp 2003; Tarp 2008) 
as its starting point, focusing on exploring how to optimize the function of exemplifi cation in a 
specifi c foreign language learning situation (e.g. English writing). The functional theory (Bergen-
holtz/Tarp 2003; Tarp 2008) holds that central attention is to be paid to dictionary users’ lexico-
graphic needs arising from particular lexicographically related situations, because the ultimate 
purpose of all lexicographic data in dictionaries is to fulfi ll the targeted dictionary users’ individu-
alized information needs. Accordingly, it is superfl uous to discuss the quality and contents of ex-
amples divorced from a proper understanding of the targeted dictionary users’ specifi c informa-
tion needs in their concrete learning activities.

Chinese non-English majors at their initial stage of tertiary education will be taken as the tar-
geted dictionary users in this study. The seventh edition of Oxford Advanced Learner’s dictionar-
ies of English (henceforth OALD7), the fourth edition of Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 
English (henceforth LDOCE4) and the second edition of Longman Language Activator (hence-
forth LLA2) will be under close examination. The fi rst two dictionaries were chosen because they 
are very popular among Chinese learners of English. The last one was chosen because it is pro-
duction-oriented. This explorative study takes two stages: identifying Chinese learners’ lexico-
graphic information needs from examples when they are engaged in English writing, and propos-
ing some principles for exemplifi cation with an attempt to assist Chinese learners’ English writ-
ing to an optimal point.

2. Identifying Chinese learners’ lexicographic needs from examples
Examples are assumed to be effective in presenting “syntactic behavior, collocational preferenc-
es and selectional restrictions, sociolinguistic features (including register and regional variety), 
semantic features and contextual effects” (Rundell 1999: 37). But the criteria to evaluate the ef-
fi ciency of exemplifi cation are based on the extent to which they serve foreign learners’ idiosyn-
cratic information needs in their individualized situations, rather than the pure linguistic data in 
examples themselves. A description of the profi le of Chinese learners engaged in English writing 
defi nitely sheds light on understanding their specifi c lexicographic information needs when they 
consult examples to assist their English writing.

2.1. The profi le of Chinese learners engaged in English writing
The functional theory (Tarp 2008: 137) proposes a framework with twelve parameters to defi ne 
the profi le of foreign learners when discussing their specifi c lexicographic needs in connection 
with foreign language learning. Given the research purpose and the targeted learner group of this 
study, the framework should be adapted accordingly when it comes to defi ning the profi le of Chi-
nese learners engaged in English writing. The existing research on the subject matter (Cortazzi/
Jin 1996; Yang 2001; Wang/Wen 2002; Chan 2004; Hu 2005; Huang 2005; Jin/Yang 2006; Tang 
2006) reveals that Chinese learners’ errors in English writing could be attributed to the contras-
tive grammatical or syntactic systems in English and Chinese, the didactics in China English ed-
ucation context, the learners’ rare exposure to English contexts, and the different conceptual un-
derstanding of the world due to Chinese culture. The statistics abstracted from Chinese English 
learner corpus (henceforth CLEC) (Gui/Yang 2003) supply quantitative evidence for the most 
common errors committed by Chinese learners writing English texts. Accordingly, the most sali-
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ent variables shaping the profi le of Chinese learners engaged in English writing are their mother 
tongue competence (L1), their English competence (L2), their learning contexts, and their world 
knowledge. These parameters characterize Chinese learners’ particular lexicographic needs for 
the information they expect to abstract from examples.

The statistic data concerning the high-frequency error types will be abstracted from CLEC to 
supplement the understanding of the profi le of Chinese learners as well as their lexicographic in-
formation needs. The data are chosen as a quantitative support in this study for the following rea-
sons. First, CLEC is composed of English written texts produced by Chinese learners at different 
levels, including the secondary level, CET 4 (a national English test for non-English majors in 
their fi rst or second year) level, CET 6 (a national English test for non-English majors after they 
pass CET4) level, TEM4 (a national English test for English majors in their sophomore year) lev-
el and TEM8 (a national English test for English majors in their senior year) level. These texts 
produced by Chinese students at different levels are respectively named as St2 texts, St3 texts, St4 
texts, St5 texts and St6 texts. Second, data in CLEC have been error-tagged, which makes it easy 
to abstract the common errors committed by Chinese learners. Third, the error pattern abstracted 
from CLEC could shed light on understanding Chinese learners’ common diffi culties in English 
writing, as the centroid factor analysis (Gui/Yang 2003: 51) demonstrates that the errors commit-
ted by Chinese learners at different levels differ only in quantity, not in quality.

Generally, most Chinese learners (e.g. non-English majors) in the mainland of China have been 
studying English for at least 6 years in formal educational contexts upon reaching their under-
graduate level (Wu 2001; Hu 2005). They are expected to continue learning English in classroom 
during the fi rst two years at university. Their age normally ranges from 17 to 20. Despite the wide 
range of varieties of local dialects they speak in their hometowns, all Chinese learners speak fl u-
ent Mandarin Chinese and share the same writing (the simplifi ed Chinese characters) and pho-
netic transcription system (the Romanized Pinyin). According to the English syllabus set by the 
Chinese Ministry of Education, these post-secondary learners are supposed to have a command 
of a 3,300 core vocabulary and normally be able to produce a piece of English writing about 100-
120 words on a given topic within 30 minutes. It should be noted that English is a foreign lan-
guage consciously learned in formal educational contexts in China. Chinese learners mainly as-
similate the knowledge of English vocabulary and grammar from textbooks. Otherwise their ex-
posure to English is rare and limited. Therefore, it could be inferred that Chinese learners’ skills 
in using English may lag behind their knowledge about English lexis and grammar. When writing 
English texts, if they have diffi culties in articulating their ideas directly in English, they may re-
sort to Chinese to formulate their ideas and subsequently fi gure out the proper lexical equivalents 
as well as possible sentence structures in English later. Inevitably, there is “existence of nega-
tive transfer from Chinese to English at the phonological, lexical, syntactic, semantic or discour-
sal level” (Chan 2004: 57). Many studies (Mohan/Lo 1985; Yang 2001; Wang/Wen 2002; Chan 
2004; Huang 2005) have confi rmed the interference of mother tongue in texts written by Chinese 
learners of English.

CLEC identifi es 61 types of errors in such texts and groups them into 11 categories. The fre-
quency rank of the 11 error categories is as follows: morphology, words, syntax, verbs, nouns, 
collocations, pronouns, prepositions, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions (Gui/Yang 2003: 48). The 
results of the centroid factor analysis (Gui/Yang 2003: 49) indicate that all types of errors could 
be interpreted as related to either semantics or syntax. The distribution of the errors (see graph 
4.1 in Gui/Yang 2003: 49) is as follows: morphology (26%), words (25%), syntax (16%), verbs 
(15%), nouns (8%) and others (10%). Table 1 below is intended to present the high-frequency er-
ror types related to these fi ve major error categories on the basis of the norm-processed statistic 
data shown in the general table of error frequency (see table 4.2 in Gui/Yang 2003: 46-48). Con-
sidering the profi le of Chinese learners in this study, only the top three error types identifi ed in St2 
and St3 texts are abstracted through token concordance. Examples are randomly extracted from 
the concordance results to illustrate the error types. No examples have been provided for errors 
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in syntax category in table 1, given the fact that errors in syntax must be viewed in a larger con-
text. For the ease of data interpretation, corrections are presented in the following square brack-
ets. It should, however, be noted that the error tags could be interpreted differently depending on 
research perspective. For instance, shaked is tagged as a spelling error in CLEC, but it could be 
interpreted as an error related to infl ection as well. Further interpretations of errors will be pre-
sented in the column ‘Notes’.

Category Token Error type Examples Notes 

Morphology

fm1 Spelling
worset[worst];suitabe[suitable]; 
approachs[approaches] 

spelling or infl ection

fm3 Capitalization chinese[Chinese] 

fm2 Word building
eatting[eating]; childrens[children];rainly
[rainy] 

infl ection or derivation

words

wd3 Substitution healthy body[health];Japan[Japanese] food
expression or word 
class

wd4 Absence
difference[a difference]; reached[…]; can 
[be ]sure

article, transitivity, 
word class

wd2 Part of speech
was happily[happy];will success[succeed]; 
the imply[implication]

_

syntax

sn8 Structure _ _
sn9 Punctuations _ _

sn1 Run-on sentence _ _

verbs
vp6 Tense It take [takes];I begin[began] tense or agreement
vp3 Agreement diet are[is]; a person want[wants] _
vp1 Pattern/transitivity listen [to] the music _

nouns

np6 Number secret[a secret]; worker[workers]
article, countability, or 
plural infl ection

np3 Agreement
these thing[things]; four chair[chairs ]; 
some reason[reasons ]

_

np7 Article a [an ]important; a [an ] hour; the[ a ] way _

Table 1. High-frequency error types in texts written by Chinese learners’ of English

Table 1 together with the statistic data from CLEC (for a more detailed description, see Gui/Yang 
2003: 10-54) shows that Chinese learners make many errors in spelling, tenses, agreement, verb 
transitivity, infl ections, use of articles, nominal countability, syntactic structure, and word class 
recognition. It is common for Chinese learners to produce utterances like *He feel very happy.; 
*He visit his parents last week.; *a news; *two breads; *rised; *let sb to do sth, and so on. Besides 
these linguistic errors, Chinese learners may also commit errors related to culture and pragmat-
ics in English writing, due to the cultural difference between the West and the East (Yang 2002). 
For instance, they may address people by their job titles, such as Teacher/Engineer Zhang, dear 
teacher, and so on. The pragmatic formulae, such as greeting, requesting and complimenting also 
differ signifi cantly in Chinese and English cultures, and tend to pose a challenge to Chinese learn-
ers’ in various writing activities, such as in business letter writing.

2.2. Lexicographic needs of Chinese learners’ engaged in English writing
On the basis of the above description of the profi le of Chinese learners and their common diffi -
culties in English writing, one can claim that Chinese learners generally consult examples for the 
following information: 
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• Information about the patterns of syntactic behavior of vocabulary, especially those concern-
ing syntactic structure, verb forms, verb transitivity, agreement, infl ection, nominal countabil-
ity, article use, collocation, and word class

• Information about the syntactic constraints of words
• Information about the contextual meaning of words
• Information about pragmatic restrictions and cultural differences

In order to actively accommodate Chinese learners’ information needs, the nature and contents of 
these information categories must be adapted to the characterized with the profi le of the Chinese 
learners engaged in English writing activities.

3. The present lexicographic practice of exemplifi cation
It goes without saying that dictionary users appreciate examples, and that examples are helpful 
in foreign text production. But it is doubtful whether the present lexicographic practice of exem-
plifi cation is as effi cient as many studies have assumed. The purpose of examining examples in 
the selected entries from the chosen dictionaries is two-fold: (1) to understand to what extent the 
present lexicographic practice can satisfy Chinese learners’ information needs and (2) to propose 
suggestions for possible improvements. Examples from the article suggest in the chosen diction-
aries are examined below. The choice of the word suggest has been determined by the fact that 
this word tends to pose diffi culty for Chinese learners engaged in English writing activities. In-
stances of the Chinese learners’ productive use of suggest are abstracted from the St2 texts (14 
records) and St3 texts (13 records) in CLEC. Only the erroneous uses (12 records) are presented 
in table 2. The mistakes in the use of suggest mainly fall into three categories: i) wrong syntactic 
structure (e.g. suggest to do sth, suggest sb sth, and suggest sb to do sth), ii) improper verb forms 
in that-clause (e.g. suggest we don’t, suggest you will, and suggest that we must), and iii) inappro-
priate lexical choice in terms of meaning (e.g Deng Xiao-ping suggested the reform).

             in eating and drinking. i suggest you don’t eat sweet food           
                the answer, how do you suggest [vp3, 8-2]  the answer?
          a week, some student [np3,1-1] suggest [vp6,74-0]  different notion [np6,8-0].               
                  our with her. so she suggested me to take mother’s money
               in [wd4,1-1]  1980s, he suggested that we must reform our        
    yourself [sn1,-] my [fm3,-] sister suggest [vp6,-] me read [vp1,-] some
      don’t hate but think carefully,i suggest you will fi nd it
            he respect his student and suggest [wd7,-] , he will be
              e solved. there are some suggests [wd2,-] that we should learn
  competent students. therefore, it is suggested that. [sn9,-] above all. [sn9,-]
  competent students. therefore, it is suggested that above all, we must    
  1978, comrade [fm3,-] deng xiao-ping suggested the reform and open policy.

Table 2. Chinese learners’ inappropriate use of suggest as shown in CLEC 

The following section will examine whether the chosen dictionaries could help Chinese learners 
tackle their diffi culty with suggest. Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the examples in the entry suggest ex-
tracted from the chosen dictionaries. For the ease of reference, these examples are numbered in 
accordance with the order of the sub-senses in dictionary entries. If there is more than one exam-
ple under the same sub-sense, the examples will be numbered alphabetically. For instance, 1a and 
1b indicate that examples a and b belong to the same sub-sense 1 in the entry. The typographic 
features shown in dictionary entries are maintained in the tables.
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3.1. Defi ciency in the examples in OALD7
As shown in Table 3, sixteen examples are presented in the entry suggest in OALD7 according to 
their different contextual meanings. Syntactic structures, such as suggest sth (to sb), and suggest 
sb/sth (for sth) are indicated as signposts before sentence examples. 

1a. May I suggest a white wine with this dish, sir?
1b. A solution immediately suggested itself to me.
1c. I suggest (that) we go out to eat. 
1d. I suggested going in my car. 
1e. It has been suggested that bright children take their exams early.
1f. (BrE) It has been suggested that bright children should take their exams early.
2a. Who would you suggest for the job?
2b. She suggested Paris as a good place for the conference. 
2c. Can you suggest a good dictionary?
2d. Can you suggest me a good dictionary?
2e. Can you suggest how I might contact him?
3a. All the evidence suggests (that) he stole the money.
3b. The symptoms suggest a minor heart attack.
3c. What do these results suggest to you?
4a. Are you suggesting (that) I’m lazy?
4b. I would never suggest such a thing.

Table 3. Examples from OALD7

3.1.1. The implicit indication of the syntactic structure
Considering the fact that Chinese learners using the word suggest in text production tend to make 
errors in syntactic structure, it would be helpful to present or indicate, in one way or another, the 
typical syntactic structure in which the word appears. The syntactic structure encoded in exam-
ples 2b and 2c may be self-evident to other group of foreign learners, but it is not evident for Chi-
nese learners. Similarly, the syntactic structure (using the grammatical code wh with the example 
2e) may be obvious for native speakers, but Chinese learners who are still in the process of devel-
oping their English literacy may be unconscious or uncertain of the possible constructions, such 
as how, where, etc. Such examples cannot prevent Chinese learners from producing sentences like 
He suggested to go by plane. He suggested us to leave earlier.

3.1.2. The ineffi cient indication of grammatical constraints
Examples 1c, 1e and 1f are intended to indicate the syntactic structures suggest + that and It has 
been suggested that ….  The connective that should not be omitted when the that-clause is in the 
passive voice. Moreover, when suggest acquires the contextual meaning equal to propose and pre-
cedes a that-clause, the verb in the that-clause should take the canonical form regardless of the 
tenses in the main clause. Table 3 shows that Chinese learners of English tend to make errors in 
this respect. However, this important syntactic message seems to be missing from the examples. 
It could be argued that such message is encoded in examples 1e and 1f, but it is rather challeng-
ing for Chinese learners to abstract these grammatical constraints. Furthermore, it is very doubt-
ful that Chinese learners could extract the constraints of the syntactic pattern suggest sb sth from 
example 2, as there are no corresponding grammatical constraints in Chinese syntactic environ-
ments. Sentence examples as the following will help Chinese learners in the process of text pro-
duction in a real sense: He suggested we (should) go out to eat. He suggested that the lecture 
(should) be given in English. In short, explicitly indicating the possible grammatical constraints 
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could reduce the Chinese learners’ cognitive efforts in processing the relevant data in example 
sentences, and raise their consciousness in the process of sentence construction.

3.2. Defi ciency in the examples in LDOCE4
Of the nineteen examples from LDOCE4 presented in Table 4, fi fteen are grouped according to 
their contextual meanings and four are placed separately in a specifi c grammar box to indicate 
the syntactic constraints. Examples 1c and lg are superfl uous, as they could be meant to illustrate 
different use of before rather than suggest. This phenomenon can also be seen in example 1a, in 
which keep doing is presented as saliently as the collocation suggest ways. Examples 1h and 6a 
are more suitable for text reception than text-production. Example 1d in LDOCE4 confl icts with 
example 1e in OALD7 in terms of the verb form in that-clause. The examples in grammar box 
distinctively emphasize the wrong syntactic structure suggest sb to do without attaching suffi cient 
attention to the verb form used in that-clause. However, Chinese learners tend to make errors with 
verb forms in that-clause as shown in the above analysis. For instance, they can produce sentenc-
es like *He suggested that we went out for walking. 

1a. They keep suggesting ways to keep my weight down.
1b. She wrote to me and suggested a meeting.
1c. I suggest you phone before you go round there.
1d. It has been suggested that the manager will resign if any more players are sold.
1e. Joan suggested asking her father for his opinion. 
1f. The therapist suggested how Tony could cope with his problems. 
1g. May I suggest that you think carefully before rushing into this?
1h. No possible explanation suggests itself (=is able to be thought of).
2a. Trends in spending and investment suggest a gradual economic recovery.
2b. Opinion polls suggest that only 10% of the population trusts the government.
2c. The evidence suggests that single fathers are more likely to work than single mothers.
3a. John Roberts has been suggested for the post of manager.
4a. Are you suggesting my husband’s been drinking?
5a. I’m not suggesting for one moment that these changes will be easy.
6a.The stage was bare, with only the lighting to suggest a prison.

Grammar 
Suggest that sb do sth: He suggested that we go (Not suggest us to go)for a drink. 
You can miss out ‘that’: What do you suggest we do (Not suggest us to do)?
Suggest doing sth: I suggest wearing (Not suggest to wear) something warm. 
Suggest sth: She suggested a walk before dinner.

Table 4. Examples from LDOCE4

3.3. Defi ciency in the examples in LLA2
All the examples illustrating the use of suggest in LLA2 are grouped under the only one defi nition 
of the headword: “to tell someone your idea about what they should do, where they should go etc, 
or about what you and they should do together”. These examples concentrate on providing op-
tional ways for learners to express their ideas, when suggest takes the above-mentioned meaning. 
Such practice refl ects the assumption that the users possess considerable grammatical knowledge 
about the proper syntactic structures of suggest. In this respect Humblé (2001: 69) points out that 
“it is not the task of dictionaries to teach grammar in a comprehensive way, but the dictionary is 
the place where learners look for information on particular grammar items such as syntactic con-
straints”. Moreover, if the dictionary users want to fi gure out whether in certain productive con-
texts suggest could mean indicate, they will be discouraged.
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1. “Why don’t you come with us?” Alan suggested. 
2. It was a sunny afternoon, and Jim suggested a trip to the beach. 
3. My Dad suggested that I should apply for the job. 
4. I suggest we take a break and fi nish this later. 
5. It was raining heavily, and she suggested calling a taxi. 
6. Can you suggest where we might be able to get a decent meal?

Table 5. Example from LLA2

In conclusion, the abstracted examples shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5 fail to indicate the syntactic 
structures and constraints saliently related to suggest in one way or another. Such practice is per-
haps suitable in dictionaries for advanced learners of English engaged in text production, as they 
are confi dent in extracting information from lexicographic data. Or they may not need to consult 
dictionaries for the usage of suggest. But such practice may not work well with the Chinese learn-
ers defi ned in this study.

4. Demonstrating some proposals for exemplifi cation through model articles
With the insights gathered from the analysis of the Chinese learners’ lexicographic information 
needs in connection with writing English texts and the examination of the present lexicographic 
practice of providing examples in learners’ dictionaries, it is now possible to present some exam-
ples in model articles constructed with full consideration of the Chinese learners’ lexicographic 
information needs related to English writing. As the focus in the model articles is on exemplifi ca-
tion, other types of lexicographic data are intentionally omitted. Some examples abstracted from 
the chosen dictionaries will be adapted for the purpose of demonstration.

4.1. Explicitly demonstrating the possible syntactic structures
As shown in CLEC, errors in syntactic structure are very salient in texts written by Chinese learn-
ers of English. Therefore, an explicit presentation of syntactic structures will act as signposts to 
guide Chinese learners to select the proper sentence structures, and raise their awareness to avoid 
possible errors. Moreover, typographic highlighting added to the syntactic structure encoded in 
sentence examples could speed up the learners’ access to the relevant data. The syntactic struc-
tures as well as the sentence examples as demonstrated in Model Article 1 suggest are designed 
to help Chinese learners avoid their common syntactic errors. The syntactic structure presented 
before the sentence examples could either function independently or in combination with the sen-
tence examples, depending on the profi le of the targeted learners. A partial or complete presen-
tation of the syntactic structure with sentence examples could be achieved in Internet-based dic-
tionaries by hiding unnecessary data according to learners’ individualized contexts. The sentence 
examples after suggest + (that) clearly show the typical verb forms in the sub-clause in the active 
as well as passive voice in order to raise the learners’ awareness. 

 suggest /…/

 1 to tell someone your ideas about what they should do, where they should go 
 ⇨propose
 suggest sth: May I suggest a white wine with this dish, sir? 
 suggest + (that): He suggested we (should) go out to eat. // He suggested that the lecture (should) be 

given in English. 
 suggest + -ing: I suggested going in my car.
 It has been suggested + that: It has been suggested that bright children (should) take their exams 

early.

 (Model Article 1) 
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4.2. Saliently indicating the typical patterns of syntactic behavior
Indicating the typical patterns of syntactic behavior of the lemma has been advocated in many 
studies on exemplifi cation in dictionaries (Laufer 1992; Rundell 1999; Atkins/Rundell 2008). The 
concept of being typical has always been intangible and ambiguous. The present study proposes 
that the typical syntactic behavior of a word could be its universal usage in contexts as well as the 
possible constraints over the contextual usage of this word. For instance, the typical syntactic be-
havior of the word cattle is refl ected in the plural verb form following cattle in syntactic environ-
ments. Hence, examples in the article cattle are expected to display such idiosyncrasy either for 
ready use by foreign learners or to raise the awareness of foreign learners. The latter is especially 
for those learners, (e.g. Chinese learners of English) whose conceptual understanding of nominal 
countability differs from that of native speakers, or whose L1 lack grammatical systems corre-
sponding to the L2 in question. It should be noted that the typical patterns of syntactic behavior of 
headwords should be understood from the foreign learners’ perspective. For instance, some word 
combinations may seem to be natural for native speakers or other group of foreign learners, but 
they may challenge Chinese learners. For instance, Chinese learners tend to produce structures 
like *drink soup, *eat medicine, and *join examination, which are plainly unidiomatic for native 
speakers of English. Constraints on the contextual usage of certain words could be demonstrated 
in examples as error warnings to raise the learners’ awareness in text production. Moreover, typo-
graphic highlights attached to data showing the syntactic idiosyncrasy of words will also help the 
learners identify the relevant data easily.

 cattle /…/ 
 The cattle are grazing
 Millions of cattle are slaughtered every day. 

 (Model Article 2)  

 soup /…/
 1. …
 Would you like to have/eat some home-made tomato soup? 

 (Model Article 3)  

4.3. Presenting cultural and pragmatic information
Foreign learners engaged in text production also have needs for cultural and pragmatic informa-
tion (Kachru/Kahanej 1995; Burkhanov 2003; Tarp 2008). Exemplifi cation could act as an effec-
tive way to convey cultural and pragmatic information. In order to articulate their ideas appropri-
ately in the target culture, Chinese learners need information about the target culture. However, 
one should be aware that the Chinese learners’ understanding of the world is inevitably shaped by 
their native culture. Therefore, Chinese learners may also have lexicographic needs for informa-
tion related to their native culture, for instance, the lexical items related to Chinese culture. An 
example like the one shown in Model Article 4 (calendar) can help Chinese learners of English 
express a concept related to Chinese culture and transmit information about Chinese culture si-
multaneously. The examples illustrating the use of forms of address, presented in Model Article 
5 (dear) also offer the pragmatic information to help Chinese learners in the production of Eng-
lish texts. 

 calendar /…/
 …
 a system that divides and measures time in a particular way, usually starting from a particular event
 …
 Chinese New Year is the longest and most important festivity in the Chinese lunar calendar.

 (Model Article 4)
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 dear /…/ 
  used in front of someone’s name at the beginning of a letter to them
  Dear Mr. / Mrs./MS. /Miss + surname, 
  Dear Sir or Madam,
  Dear+ fi rst name, 
  Not: Dear teacher 

  (Model Article 5)

4.4. Presenting error warnings
As mentioned earlier, information about syntactic constraints could prevent foreign language 
learners from making errors in text production. There are idiosyncratic constraints concerning 
individual words. This study argues that more focus should be put on those constraints that tend 
to confuse the specifi c group of learners in their specifi c situations that involve text production. 
Information about usage constraints could be presented specifi cally in a grammar box as shown 
in LDOCE4, or highlighted in examples as shown in Model Article 1. It should be noted that the 
contents of error warnings should not be interpreted in abstract terms, that is, without reference 
to the profi le of a specifi c group of learners. For instance, Chinese learners tend to produce errors 
like *join (an) examination instead of write an examination marked in OALD7. The following 
model articles attempt to suggest error warnings through examples. For instance, due to cultural 
differences, Chinese learners may produce structures like *red tea instead of black tea, *black 
bread rather than brown bread. The error warning inserted in example in Model Article 6 could 
raise the Chinese learners’ linguistic awareness and help them avoid such errors in text produc-
tion. The warnings in Model Article 7 are intended to remind Chinese learners of their high-fre-
quency errors with nominal countability as well as the use of article use. Depending on the pro-
fi le of the learners and the quality of the errors in question, the error warnings can be presented 
in different ways. 

 tea /…/
 …
 Researchers now believe black tea (Not: red tea) provides many of the same health benefi ts as green 

tea. 

 (Model Article 6)  

 advice / ... /
  …

Error warnings
You can say/write:
a piece of advice, two pieces of advice, a lot of advice
Not: an/one advice, two advices , many advices

 (Model Article 7)

Besides, examples can confi rm the correct choice of words. Admittedly, dictionary defi nition 
plays the central role in the elicitation of meaning. However, examples may help foreign learners 
seize the semantic subtlety of the word in question, and accordingly help them articulate their ide-
as appropriately. It should be noted that examples are only supplementary to defi nition, especially 
in the case of synonyms. For instance, Chinese learners tend to be confused about the use of the 
words effi cient and effective. Example sentences like The city has a highly effi cient public trans-
portation system and This medicine is effective for coughing would be helpful.  
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5. Conclusion
In the present study, the functional approach to lexicography has been adopted to examine the 
present lexicographic practice of exemplifi cation in some learners’ dictionaries and to explore 
how to optimize dictionary examples so that they can help Chinese learners write English texts 
more effectively. The study clearly demonstrates that examples are useless unless they satisfy the 
targeted users’ lexicographic needs arising in their particular user situations. Therefore, the start-
ing point for the discussion of exemplifi cation in dictionaries should be the foreign learners’ par-
ticular needs arising in their concrete learning activities. It is pointless to examine various types 
of linguistic data contained in examples, independently of the target learners’ needs. The same 
applies to the argument over authentic or made-up examples in dictionaries. The fi ndings of this 
study could be either adapted or extended to other groups of foreign language learners in the same 
language learning situations. However, more empirical research may be necessary to understand 
different groups of foreign learners’ universal as well as individualized information needs in their 
particular situations. Given the limited space, this study is confi ned to printed dictionaries, so fur-
ther research is also advocated to explore the optimized ways of presenting examples in online 
dictionaries.
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